Queries and Clarifications- Pre Bid Meeting held on 26-02-2018
“Hiring an Agency for Design, Construction and Maintenance of Tent Arrangement, Main
Programme Venue and Exhibition Site on The Occasion of The Prime Minister’s Programme Satyagraha to Swachhagraha at Gandhi Maidan, Motihari.”
Sl.
Queries
Clarifications
No.
What will the profile of
It has been clarified that as per para 1.3 of scope of work (Tent
Visitors?
Arrangement), all the 15,000 visitors will be Swachhagrahi who work as
1.
motivator under SBM(G) in rural districts of India.
What will the Menu for
It has been clarified as follows:
food?
1. There will be no arrangement of food for Prime Minister.
Will there any arrangement
of food for Prime
2. Menu of food for visitors staying in tent arrangements may be as
Minister?
follows:
Puri, One Sabzi, One Sweet and Tea
Breakfast
Chapatis/Roti, Rice, Two Vegetables, Dal, Salad and
Lunch
Pickles
2.
Tea+ Biscuits
Evening
Chapatis/Roti, Rice, Two Vegetables (Vegetables
should be different from Lunch), Dal, Salad, Papad
Dinner
And Pickles.
In addition to the above numbers, VVIP/VIP food (lunch) arrangement
for 200 people is also to be made on the day of Prime Minister’s Visit i.e.

10.04.2018
3.

4.

5.

Is there any prequalification criteria?



Whether any separate stage
for cultural programme is
required?
What will be arrangement
for uninterrupted water
supply for the entire
arrangement?
What will be the system
for booking?



Whether JV can be
allowed?



Whether dormitory tent
arrangements will be
allowed?
Place of Tenting Area is
not adequate in Gandhi
Maidan, Motihari





It has been clarified that bidder has to make all possible arrangements
for uninterrupted water supply during the entire event.



It has been clarified that bidder has to ensure systematic room/tent
numbering and bed numbering for allotment. Booking system to
visitors through MIS application/apps shall also be ensured by the
successful bidder. However, it is to inform that bookings have been
started by BRLPS. Successful bidder has to sync data of bookings
with their MIS Application/Apps.
Yes joint venture is allowed and necessary instruction for Joint
Venture is mentioned in the proposal document especially in
Appendix V.
Dormitory and Tent both would be allowed and Bidder has to
plan/accommodate as per available area and requirements

6.

7.

8.

9.

No there is no pre-qualification. However, the technical qualification
criteria is well defined in para 8.3.1.1 (Technical Evaluation) of
Evaluation of Bids.
No, Cultural Program will be organized at main program venue. No
separate arrangement or stage is required.



Main Program will be arranged at Gandhi Maidan, Motihari. If
sufficient space for tenting is not available at main venue, it may be
shifted another place within 500-1000 meter.

